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Imagine a diet where you can eat whatever you want for 5 days a week and fast for 2. That's
what the 5:2 diet is and it's revolutionised the way people think about dieting. The Skinny 5:2
Diet Slow Cooker Recipe Book is packed with advice, info, slow cooker recipes and snack
inspiration ideas to get you started and keep you on track. As bestselling Amazon authors of
'The Skinny Slow Cooker Recipe Book' range we noticed lots of 5:2 followers were buying our
books, so we decided to put our existing recipes, along with some new ones, into easy to use
menu planners to support your 5:2 efforts. With 36 daily meal planners this book has
everything you need to get you through, and with family friendly recipes and suggestions you
can still feed your family as well as yourself even on your fasting days. Slow cooker recipes
include: Perfect Pulled Pork Sweet Asian Chicken Chili Con Carne Wild Mushroom Stroganoff
(v) Italian Meatballs Budapest's Best Beef Goulash Enchilada El Salvador Sweet & Sour
Pineapple Pork Sweet & Citrus Salmon Best Ever Chicken Curry Hand To Mouth Tex Mex
Tacos (v) Tuna & Noodle Cattia Luscious Italian Chicken Lean Green Risotto (v) Green Thai
Fish Curry Slow Spanish Tombet (v) Zingy Lime Chicken Shepherd-less Pie (v) Lovely Lemony
Garlicky Chicken Slow Cooked Corn On The Cob (v) St Patrick's Day Soup (v) Corn & Potato
Chowder (v) Super Simple Chicken Taco Soup Hock Ham & Split Pea Soup Asian Hot Soup
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(v) Zucchini Soup (v) Barley & Chestnut Mushroom Soup (v) Bean, Rosemary & Roasted
Garlic Dip (v) Nacho, Bean & Onion Dip (v) Multigrain Breakfast (v) Morning Millet (v)
www.cooknationbooks.com www.bellmackenzie.com
Skinny Slow Cooker: 25 Delicious Recipes For Skinny You On The Go! Slow cooker diets are
free of fat producing ingredients like dairy products and cereals which are to be utilized by
skinny girls. They mostly think that eating healthy means eating tasteless, but the fact is, it is
not true. Having healthy slow cooker food can help in becoming healthy but at the same time,
skinny as well. This book is having complete guide to cook 25 delicious and healthy slow
cooker diets which you must have in order to be fit and healthy. So, what are you waiting for?
Go through all the recipes by downloading this book and be smart but healthy. Following are
the things which have been discussed in this book: Skinny slow cooker recipes - Why to opt
them? 25 Delicious skinny slow cooker recipes Some tips for the skinny girls to eat something
healthy Download your E book "Skinny Slow Cooker: 25 Delicious Recipes For Skinny You On
The Go!" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
The Skinny Slow Cooker Recipe BookHarperCollins Australia
The Skinny Slow Cooker Soup Recipe Book Simple, Healthy & Delicious Low Calorie Soup
Recipes For Your Slow Cooker. All Under 100, 200 & 300 Calories. Slow cookers are one of
the most versatile appliances in the kitchen. They allow us to cook almost anything but
perhaps one of the most rewarding, healthy and simplest of dishes that the slow cooker can
create is soup. The Skinny Slow Cooker Soup Recipe Book is packed with 70 simple, tasty,
low calorie recipes for your slow cooker. Offering tips and inspiration, the book guides you
through a range of delicious soup ideas for your slow cooker. From traditional family favourites
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to new and interesting ideas which will change the way you think about soup..... and all under
100, 200 or 300 calories. Focusing on healthy fresh ingredients our skinny soups are perfect
as part of a balanced diet and can be instrumental in helping you lose weight or maintain your
figure without compromising on flavour, taste or leaving you feeling hungry. Making them the
perfect partner to any calorie controlled diet. If you are looking for some new ideas for soup
making to help you lose weight, control your diet or to serve up a healthy balanced dish for
your family then you will find inspiration here. Recipes include: Three Bean Soup Simple Lentil
Soup Sweet Potato & Orange Soup Honey & Carrot Soup Easy Cauliflower Cheese Soup
Watercress & Blue Cheese Soup Celeriac Soup Creamy Mushroom Soup Classic Chicken
Soup Chicken & Leek Soup Chicken & Sweetcorn Soup Chicken, Basil & Pepper Soup
Oriental Chicken & Rice Soup Vegetable & Chicken Broth Creamy Chicken & Sweetcorn Soup
Spicy Beef SoupPea & Ham Soup Oriental Pork Soup Barley, Lamb & Vegetable Broth
Creamy Crab & Rice Soup Smoked Haddock Soup Hot & Sour King Prawn Soup Porcini
Noodle Soup Prawn & Coconut Cream Soup Pork & Beansprout Noodle Soup
Make It Fast, Cook It Slow is the first cookbook from Stephanie O'Dea, the extremely popular
slow cooking blogger: affordable, delicious, nutritious, and gluten-free recipes to delight the
entire family. In December 2007, Stephanie O'Dea made a New Year's resolution: she'd use
her slow cooker every single day for an entire year, and write about it on her very popular blog.
The result: more than three million visitors, and more than 300 fabulous, easy-to-make, familypleasing recipes, including: Breakfast Risotto Vietnamese Roast Chicken Tomatoes and Goat
Cheese with Balsamic Cranberry Syrup Falafel Philly Cheesesteaks Creme Brulee -- and
much more. Make It Fast, Cook It Slow is the perfect cookbook for easy, quick prep,
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inexpensive ingredients, and meals that taste like you spent hours at the stove.
The must-have cookbook from the UK's most popular food blog, Americanized for a US
audience! For breakfast, lunch, dinner, and desserts, Kate Allinson and Kay Featherstone's
pinchofnom.com has helped millions of people cook delicious food and lose weight. With over
100 incredible recipes, the Pinch of Nom cookbook can help beginner and experienced homecooks alike enjoy exciting, flavorful, and satisfying meals. From Chicken Fajita Pie and
Vegetable Tagine to Cheesecake Stuffed Strawberries and Tiramisu, this food is so good
you’ll never guess the calorie count. Each recipe is labeled with icons to guide you toward the
ones to eat tonight—whether you’re looking for a vegetarian dish, hoping to create a takeout
meal, want to feed a family of four or more, or have limited time to shop, prep, and cook. Pinch
of Nom is the go-to home cookbook for mouthwatering meals that work for readers on Weight
Watchers, counting carbs and calories, or following any other goal-oriented eating program.
The trusty slow cooker and newcomer Instant Pot stand by to help the home cook produce
delicious yet healthy Louisiana dishes in a very convenient way. This registered dietitian, TV
personality, and cooking instructor shares here her foolproof recipes for shrimp chowder,
muffuletta dip, roast beef po' boys, Cajun queso, and more. Nutritional information is provided
for each dish.
The 200 recipes in this family-friendly collection deliver a revolution in slow cooking like only
America's Test Kitchen can! Who doesn't like the idea of throwing ingredients into a slow
cooker and coming back hours later to a finished meal? Too bad most slow cooker recipes
deliver mediocre results you'd rather forget than fix again. A team of ten test cooks at
America's Test Kitchen spent a year developing recipes, and what they discovered will change
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the way you use your slow cooker. Did you know that onions garlic, and spices should be
bloomed in the microwave for five minutes before they go into the slow cooker? This simple
step intensifies their flavor and requires no extra work. Did you know that a little soy sauce
mixed with tomato paste adds meaty flavors to almost any stew and can often replace the
tedious step of browning the meat? And do you know the secret to a moist slow-cooker
chicken? Start the bird upside down to protect the delicate white meat from drying out.

50 Delicious Slow Cooker Recipes for the Gluten Free DietFormer #1 Bestseller in 3
Categories, TOP 500 Book on Amazon Kindle Dear friend, Slow cooking is a way to
make cooking easier and more convenient, because you need to do very little yourself.
It is the slow cooker that does most of the work. Following a gluten diet can be
demanding and cooking with a gluten allergy in mind can take a lot of time. The gluten
free slow cooker recipes in this book are different and save time. After a few simple
preparations, the slow cooker does all the work. In fact, all of the dishes in this book are
easily prepared in 30 minutes or less. In my book, Gluten Free Slow Cooker Recipes,
you will find recipes that have high nutritional value and use many healthy ingredients. I
encourage the use of coconut oil and other coconut products in my recipes. Coconuts
are among the best foods in the world and have a wide range of health benefits that I
have studied for years. If coconut ingredients are not yet part of your diet, you will find
many recipes for it inside. Gluten Free Slow Cooker RecipesHere is a brief overview of
what's inside: Many options to use coconut ingredients 50 gluten free slow cooker
recipes overall 20 main dishes 15 soups 5 side dishes 5 breakfasts 5 desserts A lot
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more! As a health and nutrition coach with a passion for fitness, I have a vast archive of
healthy recipes, ingredients and their properties that I use myself. In this book, I wrote
down some of the finest gluten free slow cooker recipes I have at my disposal.Would
You Like To Know More?Grab this book and join thousands of people that already use
these gluten free slow cooker recipes to spice up their recipe repertoire. Scroll to the
top of the page and click the buy button before it's too late!----- Tags: gluten free slow
cooker, coconut oil, coconuts, gluten free slow cooker, gluten free slow cooker recipes,
gluten free crockpot, gluten free slow cooker cookbook, gluten free diet, quick prep,
grain-free, quick & easy, gluten free slow cooker recipes, gluten free crock pot, crockpot
recipes
The Skinny Steamer Recipe Book Delicious, Healthy, Low Calorie, Low Fat Steam
Cooking Recipes Under 300, 400 & 500 Calories If you think your steamer is just for
cooking vegetables think again! This brand new collection of delicious poultry,
vegetarian, seafood & meat dishes are fast, fresh, fuss free, low fat and low calorie.
Designed to help you make the most of your steamer, all our skinny steaming recipes
fall below 300, 400 and 500 calories - which is perfect if you are following a calorie
controlled diet or are keen to maintain and manage your weight! Every recipe serves
two people and can be prepared in minutes. Versatile, simple & healthy.... there has
never been a better time to start steaming. Includes over 60 recipes, cooking charts
and tips. You may also enjoy other titles from the Skinny calorie counted series. Just
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search 'cooknation' on Amazon.
"A book of slow cooker recipes, from breakfast to dessert"-More Skinny Slow Cooker Recipes: 75 More Delicious Recipes Under 300, 400 & 500
Calories This new collection of recipes compliments the hugely successful 'The Skinny
Slow Cooker Recipe Book' also by CookNation which became a No.1 Amazon best
seller with its collection of skinny, low calorie slow cooker dishes for those wishing to
maintain a balanced, healthy diet. "Recipes include: " Melting Beef Topside & Spinach
Lentil Beef Meatballs & Rice Garlic & Lamb Stew Cider Pork & Beans Black Eyed Bean
& Sausage Casserole Paprika Pork Goulash Highland Venison Stew Beef & Stout Stew
Red Wine Chicken & Grapes Lemon Chicken & Noodles Harissa Chicken Roasted
Garlic Chicken Chicken Teryaki Thai Chicken Chicken & Pineapple Creamy Haddock &
New Potatoes Fresh Herb Fish Stew Spicy Ginger Fish Lemongrass Fish & Noodles
Garam Masala Prawns Vegetables & Cashew Nuts Shredded Red Cabbage In
Pomegranate Juice Caramelised Ginger Sweet Potatoes Spiced Cauliflower & Veg
Mexican Onions & Kidney Beans Chang Dal Basil Pesto Linguini Fig Stuffed Apples
Nutella Pears Vanilla & Bananas
A New York Times Best Seller! Discover more than 500 recipes that are mouthwatering
but guilt-free! From the New York Times best-selling author of the Fix-It-and-Forget-It
series comes this new collection of healthy, low-fat recipes for your slow cooker. Each
tantalizing recipe comes with an analysis of its calories, and carbs, as well as what it
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contributes to your daily vitamins and nutrients. Inside, you will find tantalizing dishes
like: Chicken Italiano Dilled Pot Roast Chow Mein Lentil and Rice Pilaf Survival Soup
Hot Artichoke Dip And More! This innovative reference to healthy- eating is sure to
convince you that eating lightly never tasted this good! Skyhorse Publishing, along with
our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks,
including books on juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow
cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books on gluten-free
cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes
French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as
well as books on jerky, canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and
vinegar, bone broth, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and
to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
#1 Best Selling Amazon Author The Skinny Slow Cooker Vegetarian Recipe Book 40
Meat Free Recipes Under 200, 300 And 400 Calories Whether you are a vegetarian or
just love vegetables, this collection of easy to prepare and delicious low-calorie
vegetarian recipes will help you make inexpensive, healthy, meat free meals for you
and your family with the minimum of fuss. The recipes are simple and easy to follow
with fresh and seasonal ingredients and are packed full of flavour and goodness so you
can enjoy maximum taste but with minimum calories. Here are just some of the
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delicious meat free recipes included: Nightshade Thai Curry Capsicum Mexican Chilli
Slow Spanish Tombet Boston Bean Dream Caribbean Spiced Sweet Potatoes
Shepherd-less Lentil Pie Sloppy Joes Chickpea Cattia Baked Potatoes & Butternut
Squash Lean Green Risotto Hand To Mouth Tex Mex Tacos Pomodoro Pasta Sauce
Risi e Bisi Bean, Potato & Cheese Stew Berber Rice Baked Peppers Corn & Potato
Chowder Barley & Chestnut Mushroom Soup St Patrick's Day Soup Asian Hot Soup
Zucchini Soup You may also enjoy other titles in the 'skinny' range. Just search
'CookNation'.
Millions of home cooks have fallen in love with the Fix-It and Forget-It cookbooks since
the first title was released more than a dozen years ago. Now, these same beloved
cookbooks are available in a larger format, making the recipes easier than ever to
follow! This favorite guide to quick and easy-to-prepare slow-cooker food has sold more
than 1 million copies. It is possible to have it all: food from your slow cooker that is
scrumptious and low-fat, and convenient to make. Here are 600 recipes that are mouthwatering but guilt-free. Now you can choose healthy, light dishes, fix them quickly, and
then forget about them until mealtime. With each recipe in Fix-It and Forget-It Lightly:
Revised and Updated, comes an analysis of its calories, fats, and carbs, as well as
what it contributes to your daily vitamins and nutrients. You can feast healthfully—with a
minimum of time and fuss. Your family and friends—your waistline and your heart—will
thank you. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is
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proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks, including books on juicing, grilling,
baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking.
We’ve been successful with books on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan
cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes French cooking, Swedish
cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky,
canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Now it’s easier than ever to cook smart and eat smart thanks to the new title from
Taste of Home—Skinny Slow Cooker! Today’s home cooks care about serving healthy
meals but struggle to find time to prepare foods that satisfy yet pare down calories, fat
and sodium. With the 350+ recipes in Skinny Slow Cooker, however, setting a heartsmart meal on the table is a snap! With a little planning, a few everyday ingredients and
a slow cooker, family cooks can easily create meals so hearty, no one will realize they
are eating light! Based on the tremendous success Taste of Home Books experienced
with best-selling titles “Slow Cooker,” “Slow Cooker Throughout the Year,”
Casseroles, Slow Cooker & Soups,” “Comfort Food Diet” and “Comfort Food
Makeovers,” it seemed like a natural fit to offer today’s family cooks a collection of
slow-cooked dishes that make healthy eating a priority. Inside this collection, readers
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will find common ingredients, Nutrition Facts with every recipe, Diabetic Exchanges
where applicable and, most important, mouthwatering meals that come together in a
slow cooker and satisfy the entire family! A special icon notes dishes that call for five
ingredients or fewer and prep and cook timelines make meal planning simple. Two
“Bonus Chapters” help family cooks round out menus with garden-fresh salads and
light desserts that skim back on calories, sugar and fat. Best of all, these recipes come
from real home cooks who know how to serve healthy family meals and save time in
the kitchen. These are the dishes they rely on most…and the foods that received thumbsup approval at the dinner table. Cooking smart, eating smart, losing weight and feeling
great has never been more delicious than with Taste of Home Skinny Slow Cooker!
CHAPTERS Lighten Up (Intro) Soups & Sandwiches Beefy Entrees Chicken & Turkey
Pork, Ham & More Seafood & Meatless Classics Slow-Cooked Sides Bonus: Salads
Bonus: Low-Fat Desserts

Is There Some Magic Way To Make The Best Meal You Have Ever Tasted?
Absolutely! You'll Never Guess What Makes These Recipes So Unique! After
reading this book, you will be able to: Combine Unusual Flavours Try Healthy
Recipes CheckHelpful Photographs And Tables Get Equally Delicious Results
Find Ideal Recipes For Weight Loss Get ingredients For The Perfect Slow
Cooked Meal Why you need this book? These slow cooker recipes will give you:
Good time with family & friends More flavor, smell, and, yes, the compliments.
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Opportunity to lose weight Dinnertime secrets Tender meals and unique taste
Scroll up to the top of the page & Get once in a lifetime opportunity to try these
incredible recipes
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see
"BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion. Skinny Slow Cooker:
Healthy Doesn't Mean Tasteless! (FREE Bonus Included)25 Delicious Recipes
For Skinny Girl On The Go! Slow cooker diets are free of fat producing
ingredients like dairy products and cereals which are to be utilized by skinny girls.
They mostly think that eating healthy means eating tasteless, but the fact is, it is
not true. Having healthy slow cooker food can help in becoming healthy but at the
same time, skinny as well. This book is having complete guide to cook 25
delicious and healthy slow cooker diets which you must have in order to be fit
and healthy. So, what are you waiting for? Go through all the recipes by
downloading this book and be smart but healthy. Following are the things which
have been discussed in this book: Skinny slow cooker recipes - Why to opt
them? 25 Delicious skinny slow cooker recipes Some tips for the skinny girls to
eat something healthy Download your E book "Skinny Slow Cooker: Healthy
Doesn't Mean Tasteless! 25 Delicious Recipes For Skinny Girl On The Go!" by
scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
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Get the recipes everyone is talking about in the debut cookbook from the wildly
popular blog, Skinnytaste. Gina Homolka is America’s most trusted home cook
when it comes to easy, flavorful recipes that are miraculously low-calorie and
made from all-natural, easy-to-find ingredients. Her blog, Skinnytaste is the
number one go-to site for slimmed down recipes that you’d swear are anything
but. It only takes one look to see why people go crazy for Gina’s food: cheesy,
creamy Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken and Broccoli with only 420 calories per
serving, breakfast dishes like Make-Ahead Western Omelet "Muffins" that truly fill
you up until lunchtime, and sweets such as Double Chocolate Chip Walnut
Cookies that are low in sugar and butter-free but still totally indulgent. The
Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150 amazing recipes: 125 all-new dishes and 25
must-have favorites. As a busy mother of two, Gina started Skinnytaste when she
wanted to lose a few pounds herself. She turned to Weight Watchers for help and
liked the program but struggled to find enough tempting recipes to help her stay
on track. Instead, she started “skinny-fying” her favorite meals so that she could
eat happily while losing weight. With 100 stunning photographs and detailed
nutritional information for every recipe, The Skinnytaste Cookbook is an
incredible resource of fulfilling, joy-inducing meals that every home cook will love.
Comfort classics with a lighter spin, from the creator of the healthy-eating blog
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Well Plated by Erin. Known for her incredibly approachable, slimmed-down, and
outrageously delicious recipes, Erin Clarke is the creator of the smash-hit food
blog in the healthy-eating blogosphere, Well Plated by Erin. Clarke's site
welcomes millions of readers, and with good reason: Her recipes are fast, budgetfriendly, and clever; she never includes an ingredient you can't find in a regular
supermarket or that isn't essential to a dish's success, and she hacks her recipes
for maximum nutrition by using the "stealthy healthy" ingredient swaps she's
mastered so that you don't lose an ounce of flavor. In this essential cookbook for
everyday cooking, Clarke shares more than 130 brand-new rapid-fire recipes,
along with secrets to lightening up classic comfort favorites inspired by her
midwestern roots, and clever recipe hacks that will enable you to put a healthy
meal on the table any night of the week. Many of the recipes feature a single
ingredient used in multiple, ingenious ways, such as Sweet Potato Boats 5 Ways.
The recipes are affordable and keep practicality top-of-mind. She's eliminated
odd leftover "orphan" ingredients and included Market Swaps so you can adjust
the ingredients based on the season or what you have on hand. To help you
make the most of your cooking, she's even included tips to store and reheat
leftovers, as well as clever ideas to turn them into an entirely new dish. From OnePot Creamy Sundried Tomato Orzo to Sheet Pan Tandoori Chicken, all of the
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recipes are accessible to cooks of every level, and so indulgent you won't detect
the healthy ingredients. As Clarke always hears from her readers, "My family
doesn't like healthy food, but they LOVED this!" This is your homey guide to a
healthier kitchen.
Is There Some Magic Way To Make The Best Meal You Have Ever Tasted?
Absolutely! Start Your Slow Cooker & Get ALL the amazing ideas & recipes
today and create the perfect homemade food. Eric Shaffer, Blogger, Food
Enthusiast"Finally, A Useful Slow Cooker Cookbook!" Here's The Real Kicker
The Skinny Crock-Pot is a #1 Most Exclusive Recipe Book Ever. Unlike other
cookbooks, guidance and recipes, the Skinny Crock-Pot has been created to
focus on Healthy Slow Cooking Techniques and The Most Explosive Flavours.
You'll Never Guess What Makes These Recipes So Unique! After reading this
book, you will be able to: Combine Unusual Flavours Try Healthy Recipes
CheckHelpful Photographs And Tables Get Equally Delicious Results Find Ideal
Recipes For Weight Loss Get ingredients For The Perfect Slow Cooked Meal
These recipes are fantastic for satisfying all your family members! crowd-pleasing
mouth-watering photos healthy simple comforting budget-friendly ready-to-serve
fuss-free Now, You're Probably Wondering... Why you need this book? These
slow cooker recipes will give you: Good time with family & friends More flavor,
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smell, and, yes, the compliments. Opportunity to lose weight Dinnertime secrets
Tender meals and unique taste Whether you're looking for a beginner's guide,
seeking some dinner ideas, or just trying to get some weigh loss recipes you'll be
inspired to start Slow Cooking! "Umm, What Now? Here's Some Recipes To Try!
Vegetable Lasagna Strawberry Pudding Chickpea Ratatouille Brown Bread With
Raisins Quinoa And Chia Blueberry Marinated Mushrooms Stew Braised Shallots
And Pumpkin Three Bean Chili For Slow Cooker Use these recipes, and start
slow cooking today! Impress your family with these easy to make & delicious
recipes! Scroll up to the top of the page & Get once in a lifetime opportunity to try
these incredible recipes
Author of the #1 Best Selling The Skinny Slow Cooker Recipe Book The Skinny
Slow Cooker Student Recipe Book Low Calorie, Low Budget, Slow Cooker Meals
For Hungry Students Great tasting, no fuss, low budget AND low calorie slow
cooker meals for students. The slow cooker should be the essential kitchen
gadget on every students checklist. Whether you're a fresher, post grad, taking a
gap year or just starting out in your first home this collection of skinny low calorie
recipes will suit any calorie conscious scholar's budget. Keeping prep time to a
minimum, our simple recipes are a breeze to follow with no prior cooking
experience needed. With a few essential store cupboard ingredients, some basic
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kitchen tools, a slow cooker and a desire to cook healthy, balanced, low calorie
meals, any student can recreate a taste of home. With some savvy shopping tips,
and as little as 10 mins prep, everything is in the slow cooker and left to cook
slowly to perfection. Ideal for cooking ahead and freezing portions for another
day and for entertaining friends. Includes: Over 70 great tasting slow cooker
meals under 500 calories Tips to get the most out of your shopping budget Basic
food hygiene Essential store cupboard ingredients Essential kitchen tools Need
to know cooking techniques Tips on using your slow cooker You may also enjoy
other titles in the Skinny calorie counted series. Just search 'CookNation.
www.cooknationbooks.com www.bellmackenzie.com
The Skinny Slow Cooker Curry Recipe Book. Delicious & Simple Low Calorie
Curries From Around The World Under 200, 300 & 400 Calories. Perfect For
Your Diet Fast Days. Curry has become one of the most loved dishes in the
world. Hot, mild, fragrant, sweet or nutty, the choices are endless. The slow
cooking process tenderises meat to make it melt in the mouth and the exotic mix
of ingredients gives maximum flavour, filling your home with the incredible aroma
of a Delhi spice market. Inspiration for the curries in this book comes from around
the world. They are all easy to prepare, delicious low calorie recipes under 200,
300 & 400 calories which will help you make healthy meals with the minimum of
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fuss and are the ideal companion to any calorie counted diet.Using simple and
inexpensive fresh ingredients, these recipes are packed full of flavour &
goodness and prove that Skinny can still mean Delicious With over 70 recipes
there is a curry to suit every taste, from the super-fiery to the family-friendly
including, meat, seafood and vegetable dishes. "Recipes include: " Lamb Jalfrezi
Thai Basil Curry Moroccan Lamb & Apricot Curry Hot Spiced Creamy Beef Curry
Caribbean Beef Curry Korean Beef & Potato Curry Lemongrass & Pork Coconut
Curry Beef & Red Pepper KoftaCurry Marrakesh Lime & Lamb Curry St. Barts
Pork Curry Hot Bamboo Shoot Beef Curry Beef Madras Chicken Korma Chicken
& Soy Curry Sweet Potato & Chicken Curry Chicken Keema Chicken & Mango
Curry Fresh Tomato & Basil Chicken Curry 'Butter' Chicken Chicken Bhuna
Dhansak Chicken Pasanda King Prawn & Fresh Pea Curry Thai Fish Curry
Ginger & Fresh Tomato Prawns Mackerel Curry Coconut Milk & Fish Curry
Pineapple & Prawn Curry Aloo Gobi Spinach & Paneer Cumin & Spinach
Potatoes Onion & Egg Masala Garlic Curry Gobhi Coconut Curry
Delicious Recipes Under 300, 400 And 500 Calories The original 'Skinny' slow
cooker recipe book! Inexpensive, healthy meals for you and your family with the
minimum of fuss. This No.1 bestselling collection of tasty recipes uses simple
and inexpensive fresh ingredients. They are packed full of flavour & goodness
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and proves that diet can still mean delicious! Recipes include: • Rustic Chicken
Stew (Cacciatore) • Zingy Lime Chicken • Sweet Asian Chicken • Italian
Meatballs • Scottish Stovies • Budapest's Best Beef Goulash • Enchilada El
Salvador • Aromatic Kicking Pork Ribs • Sweet & Sour Pineapple Pork • Cowboy
Casserole • Marrakesh Lamb • Green Thai Fish Curry • Tuna & Noodle Cattia •
Pomodoro Pasta Sauce • St Patrick's Day Soup • Breakfasts, Snacks & Many
More.....
Great value—hundreds of tested and perfected recipes, informative tips, plus two bonus
chapters—all-in-one economical resource for time-crunched cooks from the brand they know
and trust. More than 400 recipes for appetizers, beverages, soups, stews, main dishes, and
desserts. Bonus chapters offer 5-Ingredient Recipes and One-Dish Meals. Plenty of timesaving
tips and advice for smoother meal prep. Easy-to-follow format.
The Skinny Ms. Slow Cooker cookbook is the perfect choice to get you and your family on the
right track.
Save time, eat right and serve hearty family favorites with Skinny Slow Cooker, a new
cookbook from Taste of Home! Everyone could use a little help when it comes to cutting
calories, fat and sodium, so why not rely on your slow cooker as well as the experts at Taste of
Home? This mouthwatering collection makes it a snap to dish out comforting slow-cooked
dishes so tasty, no one at your table will realize they’re eating light. Best of all, these satisfying
recipes simmer on their own during the day, so a sensational, healthy meal is ready for you
when you walk through door! What could be easier? Cook smart, eat smart, lose weight and
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feel great! Success is at your fingertips with Taste of Home Skinny Slow Cooker. Now it’s
easier than ever to cook smart and eat smart thanks to the new title from Taste of
Home—Skinny Slow Cooker! Today’s home cooks care about serving healthy meals but
struggle to find time to prepare foods that satisfy yet pare down calories, fat and sodium. With
the 350+ recipes in Skinny Slow Cooker, however, setting a heart-smart meal on the table is a
snap! With a little planning, a few everyday ingredients and a slow cooker, family cooks can
easily create meals so hearty, no one will realize they are eating light! Based on the
tremendous success Taste of Home Books experienced with best-selling titles “Slow Cooker,”
“Slow Cooker Throughout the Year,” Casseroles, Slow Cooker & Soups,” “Comfort Food
Diet” and “Comfort Food Makeovers,” it seemed like a natural fit to offer today’s family cooks
a collection of slow-cooked dishes that make healthy eating a priority. Inside this collection,
readers will find common ingredients, Nutrition Facts with every recipe, Diabetic Exchanges
where applicable and, most important, mouthwatering meals that come together in a slow
cooker and satisfy the entire family! A special icon notes dishes that call for five ingredients or
fewer and prep and cook timelines make meal planning simple. Two “Bonus Chapters” help
family cooks round out menus with garden-fresh salads and light desserts that skim back on
calories, sugar and fat. Best of all, these recipes come from real home cooks who know how to
serve healthy family meals and save time in the kitchen. These are the dishes they rely on
most…and the foods that received thumbs-up approval at the dinner table. Cooking smart,
eating smart, losing weight and feeling great has never been more delicious than with Taste of
Home Skinny Slow Cooker! CHAPTERS Lighten Up (Intro) Soups & Sandwiches Beefy
Entrees Chicken & Turkey Pork, Ham & More Seafood & Meatless Classics Slow-Cooked
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Sides Bonus: Salads Bonus: Low-Fat Desserts
The debut cookbook by the creator of the wildly popular blog Damn Delicious proves that quick
and easy doesn't have to mean boring.Blogger Chungah Rhee has attracted millions of
devoted fans with recipes that are undeniable 'keepers'-each one so simple, so easy, and so
flavor-packed, that you reach for them busy night after busy night. In Damn Delicious, she
shares exclusive new recipes as well as her most beloved dishes, all designed to bring fun and
excitement into everyday cooking. From five-ingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to no-fuss
Sheet Pan Steak & Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti Carbonara, the recipes will help even the
most inexperienced cooks spend less time in the kitchen and more time around the
table.Packed with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute skillet sprints, and speedy takeout copycats,
this cookbook is guaranteed to inspire readers to whip up fast, healthy, homemade meals that
are truly 'damn delicious!'
237 tantalizing appetizers, savory soups, full-flavored stews, main dishes, meatless options,
healthful choices, and luscious desserts. No more than 5 ingredients per recipe, each of which
coaxes the most flavor from the least effort. A special bonus chapter features simple and quickto-prepare 5-ingredient side-dish serve-alongs. Favorite cuisines: Asian, Italian, Mexican and
Mediterranean, plus comfort food, vegetarian choices and more All recipes list ingredients
needed, cook times, nutrition information, and calorie counts.
150 TOTALLY COMPLIANT Whole30 prep-and-go recipes for your slow cooker
This book is for those who want to cook at home more; to save money by using cheaper cuts
of meat; and to save time preparing a meal after the working day. You can literally fill your slow
cooker with your chosen ingredients, turn it on, and walk away for the day, returning to a
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flavour-filled dish. It's as simple as that. But as well as saving time and money you also want to
make sure you eat healthily. In this book nutritionist Sarah Flower takes her favourite, tastiest,
slow-cooker recipes and gives them a healthy twist. You can now create thrifty, delicious and
wholesome meals with the minimum of effort - and lead a healthier lifestyle, too.
115 recipes--wholesome new creations and celebrated favorites from the blog--from the
husband and wife team behind Two Peas & Their Pod TWO PEAS & THEIR POD celebrates a
family, friends, and community-oriented lifestyle that has huge and growing appeal. Maria the
genuine, fun, relaxed mom next door who's got the secret sauce: that special knack for
effortlessly creating tantalizing and wholesome (and budget-friendly) meals with ease. From a
Loaded Nacho Bar bash for 200 guests to quick-and-easy healthy weeknight dinners like neverfail favorites like One-Skillet Sausage Pasta or Asian Pork Lettuce Wraps (always followed by
a fab dessert!), Maria shares her best lifestyle tips and home cook smarts. An essential
resource for parents looking to update their healthy, inexpensive, time-saving, kid friendly meal
roster; aspiring home cooks who want to eat-in delicious food more than they eat out; as well
as anyone looking to share their love of food and the giving spirit with their neighbors, TWO
PEAS & THEIR POD will help readers bring home that (achievable!) slice of Americana, where
families come together to enjoy fresh and nutritious meals and there's always a batch of stillwarm cookies waiting on the counter.

Just when you thought slow-cooked recipes couldn’t get any easier, Taste of
Home brings you Easy, Simple, Fast Slow Cooker that cuts the prep work from
slow- cooked recipes so family cooks can load up their slow cookers in as little as
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15 minutes, then set it and forget it as dinner simmers on it’s own during the day.
Your favorite slow-cooker recipes just got easier! That’s because the pros at
Taste of Home have cut the prep work, reduced the ingredients and trimmed
down cooking times to create Fast Slow Cooker! Tossing together a classic slowcooked dish has never been easier —and quicker—than with the 385 recipes in this
brand new cookbook. Created by the folks who know slow-cooking best, this
must-have kitchen helper features dishes from today’s home cooks. These are
the speedy specialties they assemble in the slow cooker when headed out the
door in a hurry. You’ll even find two At-a-Glance icons, highlighting recipes that
only require five ingredients as well as those that freeze well. No matter how
busy your schedule is, you always have time to toss together a hearty meal with
Taste of Home Fast Slow Cooker! CHAPTERS Introduction Slow Cooking 101
Got 15 Minutes? Ready in 4! Quick-to-Fix Entrees Speedy Side Dishes Snacks,
Sweets & More Recipes Slow Cooker Lasagna Slow Cooked Beef Stew Steak
San Marino Chicken Mole Soy-Ginger Turkey Pizza Hot Dish Italian Pork Chops
Easy Jambalaya Chili Beef Dip Chocolate Peanut Clusters Spiced Lemon Drink
Hot Fudge Sundae Cake
Imagine a diet where you can eat whatever you want for 5 days a week and fast
for 2. That s what the 5:2 diet is and it s revolutionised the way people think
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about dieting. The Skinny 5:2 Diet Slow Cooker Recipe Book is packed with
advice, info, slow cooker recipes and snack inspiration ideas to get you started
and keep you on track. As bestselling Amazon authors of 'The Skinny Slow
Cooker Recipe Book' range we noticed lots of 5:2 followers were buying our
books, so we decided to put our existing recipes, along with some new ones, into
easy to use menu planners to support your 5:2 efforts. With 36 daily meal
planners this book has everything you need to get you through, and with family
friendly recipes and suggestions you can still feed your family as well as yourself
even on your fasting days. Slow cooker recipes include: Perfect Pulled Pork
Sweet Asian Chicken Chili Con Carne Wild Mushroom Stroganoff (v) Italian
Meatballs Budapest s Best Beef Goulash Enchilada El Salvador Sweet & Sour
Pineapple Pork Sweet & Citrus Salmon Best Ever Chicken Curry Hand To Mouth
Tex Mex Tacos (v) Tuna & Noodle Cattia Luscious Italian Chicken Lean Green
Risotto (v) Green Thai Fish Curry Slow Spanish Tombet (v) Zingy Lime Chicken
Shepherd-less Pie (v) Lovely Lemony Garlicky Chicken Slow Cooked Corn On
The Cob (v) St Patrick s Day Soup (v) Corn & Potato Chowder (v) Super Simple
Chicken Taco Soup Hock Ham & Split Pea Soup Asian Hot Soup (v) Zucchini
Soup (v) Barley & Chestnut Mushroom Soup (v) Bean, Rosemary & Roasted
Garlic Dip (v) Nacho, Bean & Onion Dip (v) Multigrain Breakfast (v) Morning
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Millet (v) Look out for our new men's 5:2 title: MANFOOD: 5:2 Fast Diet Meals
For Men: Simple & Delicious, Fuss Free, Fast Day Recipes For Men Under 200,
300, 400 & 500 Calories. www.cooknationbooks.com www.bellmackenzie.com
Our recipes are no fuss, low calorie and really do only need 5 ingredients to
deliver a delicious, nutritious slow cooker meal that will allow you stay on track
with your weight loss efforts.
Savor 100 Instant Pot favorites that punch up flavor without packing on pounds.
Today’s home cooks turn to their Instant Pots for comforting meals and beat-theclock convenience…and now they’re using these popular appliances to eat
healthy, too! It’s true—you can serve up the hearty favorites you crave quickly
and easily—and without an ounce of guilt. Taste of Home Skinny Instant Pot
Cookbook makes it a snap to enjoy stick-to-your-ribs mainstays that are lower in
calories, fat, sodium and/or carbs. Dish out a mouthwatering assortment of 100
appetizers, entrees, sides and more—all made easy in the Instant Pot, all full of
flavor and all on the light side of the scale. In fact. every recipe in this sensational
collection offers a complete sets of nutrition facts so you can quickly calculate
weight-loss points, count calories or watch your sodium intake no matter what’s
on your menu. CHAPTERS 1) All About Instant Pots How to Use Converting
recipes to the Instant Pot How to Make the Most of the Instant Pot How to Clean
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Food Safety Tips 2) Snacks & Appetizers 3) Breakfast & Brunch 4) Side Dishes
5) Fish, Seafood & Meatless 6) Pork Dinners 7) Poultry Favorites 8) Beef Entrees
9) Soups & Sandwiches 10) Sweets & Desserts
Shares over one hundred recipes for dishes that are easy to prep, whether for
cooking in the oven, on the stovetop or in a slow cooker, including such options
as Korean-style beef tacos, pizza-stuffed chicken roll-ups, and peach-strawberry
crumble.
Slimmed-Down Slow Cooker Makeovers
The secret to cooking your favourite Indian takeaway meal isn't a secret anymore
and even better, all our recipes are low calorie so you don't have to feel guilty
about it ever again! This recipe book is packed full of the UK's best loved British
Indian Restaurant Takeaway meals which we have turned into 'skinny' versions
with our Secret Super Simple Skinny Curry Base Mix. This means you can still
enjoy your Friday night takeaway without piling on the pounds or compromising
on the takeaway flavour we all love so much. So EASY even a BEGINNER can
master in minutes the simple secret behind low calorie Madras, Tikka Masala,
Korma, Rogan Josh, Vindaloo, Bhuna & many more. Plus you'll be doing it the
'skinny' way without the gut-busting calories.
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